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A bstract
Wheeled mobile robots are becoming increasingly important in industry as means of 
transportation, inspection, and operation because of their efficiency and flexibility. 
The design of efficient algorithms for autonomous or quasi-autonomous mobile robots 
navigation in dynamic environments is a challenging problem that has been the focus 
of many researchers dining the past few decades.
Computer vision, maybe, is not the most successful sensing modality used in mobile 
robotics until now (sonar and infra-red sensors for example being preferred), but it is 
the sensor which is able to give the information ’’what” and ’’where” most completely 
for the objects a robot is likely to encounter.
In this thesis, we deal with using vision system to navigate the mobile robot to track 
a reference trajectory and using a sensor-based obstacle avoidance method to pass by 
the objects located on the trajectory. A tracking control algorithm is also described 
in this thesis. Finally, The experimental results are presented to verify the tracking 
and control algorithms.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
For centuries, people have been interested in building machines that can think and 
make decisions based on the environment around them. To satisfy this goal, re­
searchers have increasingly explored robotics which is a challenging research area and 
requires simultaneous application of many disciplines.
Mobile robotics is an important branch of robotics. During more than four decades of 
research, the mobile robot was changed from a computer on wheels with a little abil­
ity to sense some environmental properties into an intelligent machine which is able 
to identify features, detect patterns, learn from experience, build maps, and navigate 
in dynamic environments. Presently, mobile robots are becoming increasingly impor­
tant as means of transportation, surveillance, inspection, cleaning and entertainment.
1.1 Developm ent of M obile Robots
The Artificial Intelligence Center at Stanford Research Institute developed a mo­
bile robot with a vision system (SHAKEY) in 1969, which is the infancy of robotics 
(http://www.sri.com). SHAKEY was the first mobile robot to use artificial intelli­
gence to control its actions, and the first prototype that used a mobile cart with a
1
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TV camera, an optical rangefinder and binary tactile sensors. Endowed with a lim­
ited ability to perceive and model its environment, SHAKEY performed tasks that 
required planning, route-finding, and rearranging of simple objects.
In the 1970s, the Lunar rover was developed at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 
(http://www.sti.nasa.gov). It was designed for planetary exploration. Using a TV 
camera, laser range finder and tactile sensors, the robot can recognize its environ­
ments and categorize them as traversable, not traversable and unknown.
In the 1980s, FLAKEY was developed in the Artificial Intelligence laboratory at 
Stanford. FLAKEY had real-time stereo vision system to distinguish and follow peo­
ple, and the DECIPHER speech recognition system to respond to spoken commands. 
FLAKEY’s computer included one of the newest personal workstations at that time, 
giving it far more intelligence than its predecessor.
In 1997, NASA’s Mars Pathfinder delivered the Sojourner Rover to Mars. Sojourner 
sent back images of its travels on the distant planet. Also, in this same year, Honda 
showed the P3, an extraordinary prototype in humanoid robotic design 
(http://www.honda-robots.com).
In the future, Robots’ roles can be more important in assisting and extending the 
reach and vision of humans, rather than trying to duplicate them.
1.2 Literature Review
1.2.1 M obile R obot Navigation
The basic function of an autonomous mobile robot is to navigate in an at least par­
tially unknown environment without collision with any obstacle. The mobile robot 
navigation problem was concluded by (Durrant-Whyte and Leonard 1991) in follow­
ing three questions. First, “Where am I?” , which is concerned with environmental 
understanding and the robot’s self-localization. Second, “Where am I going?” , which
2
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deals with the robot’s mission planning. Finally, “How do I get there?”, which deals 
with the robot’s path planning. For solving these problems, the following funda­
mental elements have to be studied: locomotion mechanism, control system, sensing, 
environmental mapping, path planning, and localization (Spero 2004).
There are vast solutions to the robot navigation problem, which can be classified into 
different categories with respect to different standards.
Depending on whether and how to use the environment’s map, the robot navigation 
problem can be classified into three groups (DeSouza and Kak 2002): Map-Based 
Navigation System, which depends on user-created geometric models or topological 
maps of the environment. Map-Building-Based Navigation System, which uses sen­
sors to construct their own geometric or topological models of the environment and 
then uses these models for navigation. Finally, Mapless Navigation System, which 
uses no explicit representation about the environment, but rather generate motions 
based on visual or other observations.
Depending on the types of sensors which the robot used for positioning, robot naviga­
tion problem can be classified into relative navigation and absolute navigation. The 
relative navigation utilizes the internal sensors (odometry, gyroscope) to determine 
the robot’s current location with respect to the robot’s initial position, and the ab­
solute navigation uses external sensors (active beacon, GPS) to calculate the absolute 
position of the robot.
Depending on the types of the maps, the robot navigation problem can be classified 
into metric and topological approaches. The metric maps represent the world in a 
global coordinate system which permits a very precise positioning at the goal point 
(Crowley 1989). The topological maps represent the world as a network of nodes and 
arcs, which guarantees robustness against getting lost (Cassandra et al. 1996). 
Depending on the path planning area, the navigation problem can be classified into 
global and local navigation. The global navigation considers all environmental in­
formation and plans complete paths from initial to target (Lumelsky and Stepanov 
1987). The local navigation relies on local information about nearby obstacles for
3
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avoiding the obstacles (Khatib 1986).
There still are many other navigation categories. For instance, Behavior-based ap­
proaches which rely on the interaction of robot actions with the environment to 
navigate (Jin and Xie 2000). Landmark-based methods which rely on the recognition 
of landmarks to keep the robot localized topologically (Simmons and Koenig 1995). 
Grid-based methods rely on metric maps of the environment to localize the robot 
(Moravec and Elfes 1985). And feature-based approaches which tend to view the 
localization problem as a matching problem between sensor observations and target 
model features (Arras et al. 2000).
The traditional approach to autonomous mobile robot navigation is to estimate the 
position and orientation through internal sensors (such as odometry and gyroscopes) 
with the help of a map of the work space. However, the errors of the internal sen­
sors (systematic and non-systematic) as well as the unknown environment conditions 
make it necessary to use additional external sensors (such as tactile sensors, global 
positioning systems, sonar and machine vision). In all of these external sensors, vi­
sion can arguably provide the richest source of sensory data, which gives robots a 
great support to attain rudimentary tasks such as navigation and object manipula­
tion (Corke and Hutchinson 2000).
1.2.2 Visual Servoing
The term of visual servoing was coined at Stanford Research Institute by (Hill and 
Park 1979). In 1980, Weiss made the distinction between position-based and image- 
based visual servoing. In Position-Based Visual Servoing systems (PBVS), or we can 
call it 3D visual servoing systems, features are extracted from an image, and subse­
quently used to compute a 3D reconstruction of the Euclidean environment. The error 
used in the control law is computed in the 3D Cartesian space (Corke and Hutchin­
son 2000). The Image-Based Visual Servo system (IBVS), or we can call it 2D visual 
servoing system is a model-free control approach since it does not need the knowledge
4
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of the 3D model of the target. The control error function is expressed directly in the 
2D image space. In 1989, Feddema demonstrated the first IBVS system (Feddema 
and Mitchell 1989; Feddema 1989; Feddema et al. 1991). At the same time, Rives 
formalized the IBVS approach and investigated various features such as points, lines, 
and ellipses (Rives et al. 1989). In 1991, Wilson and colleagues have progressed the 
PBVS approach, and use extended Kalman filtering for pose estimation and feature 
prediction (Wang 1992; Westmore and Wilson 1991; Wilson 1993). In 1993 Corke 
introduced feature prediction and feedforward control techniques to achieve stable 
high performance feature tracking (Corke and Good 1993). Malis and Chaumette 
(Malis et al. 1999; Chaumette 1998) introduced the first hybrid PBVS and IBVS 
system, the “2.5D approach”. Hybrid visual servoing (2.5D visual servoing) is based 
on the estimation of the partial camera displacement from the current to the desired 
camera poses at each iteration of the control law.
1.2.3 Obstacle Avoidance
All mobile robots need to consider collision avoidance, which is the key issue to suc­
cessful applications of mobile robot systems. Edge-detection is a simple way to avoid 
obstacles (Crowley 1989; Kuc and Barshan 1989). In this method, the robot tries 
to determine the position of the vertical edges of the obstacle and considers the line 
which connects the two edges representing one of the obstacle’s boundaries. And 
then, the robot attempts to steer itself around either edge (Borenstein and Koren 
1991).
A method for representation of obstacles by certainty levels in a grid model has been 
suggested by (Elfes 1985), which used the certainty grid for off-line global path  plan­
ning. This method is especially suitable for the inaccurate sensors (such as ultrasonic 
sensors), and it allows adding and retrieving data in real time and enables easy inte­
gration of multiple sensors. Moravec and Elfes also describe the use of certainty grids 
for map-building (Moravec and Elfes 1985; Moravec 1986).
5
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The general idea of potential field methods was proposed by (Khatib 1986). Khatib 
computed an artificial potential field that obstacles exert repulsive forces, while the 
target applies an attractive force to the robot. The combination of the two forces 
creates a potential field with respect to information about the environment. The ro­
bot can reach the target and avoid obstacles by following the steepest gradient of the 
potential field from a start position. Krogh enhanced this concept further through 
considering the robot’s velocity nearby obstacles (Krogh 1984). And in (Newman 
and Hogan 1987), the construction of potential functions was introduced by combin­
ing individual obstacle functions with logical operations.
The Virtual Force Field (VFF) method was proposed by (Borenstein and Koren 1989). 
This method uses a two dimensional Cartesian histogram grid for obstacle represen­
tation. Each cell in the grid has a certain value which represents the confidence that 
an obstacle exists at that location. And the potential field idea is applied to the 
grid that the sensor values are used efficiently to guide the mobile robot. In order to 
overcome the drawbacks in the VFF approach and find the optimum path to reach 
the target, the Vector Field Histogram (VFH) method (Borenstein and Koren 1991), 
VFH+ method (Ulrich and Borenstein 1998) and VFH* method (Ulrich and Boren­
stein 2000) were proposed.
In 1997, Nourbakhsh presented a passive vision system which provides coarse depth 
information efficiently and locates static and dynamic obstacles with adequate accu­
racy for obstacle avoidance (Nourbakhsh et al. 1997).
(Fox et al. 1997) presented the dynamic window approach which avoids the obsta­
cles by searching in the velocities space in order to maximize an objective function. 
The terms of this function include the measure of the progress toward the target 
position, the position of the nearest obstacles and the forward velocity of the robot. 
This method is derived from the robot’s motion dynamics and suitable for high speed 
motion (Koike et al. 2003). In (Brock and Khatib 1999), a generalization of the 
dynamic window approach is described, which combines methods of motion planning 
in an attem pt to create a global reactive behavior at high speed.
6
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1.3 Thesis Objective
The goal of this thesis is to use the B21R mobile robot’s vision system to correctly 
identify a black trajectory on the floor, and then the mobile robot performs certain 
tracking algorithm to follow the trajectory. During the tracking process, if there are 
some obstacles located on the trajectory, the robot will detect the obstacles using 
sonar sensors and pass by the obstacle by using certain obstacle avoidance program. 
The trajectory was realized by a black tape on the floor (refer to figure 1.1), there 
are two half circles at both ends, with a radius of four feet. These two half circles are 
connected by two parallel lines which both are eight feet long.
Since the visual servoing control is only based on the regulation of the projected
4F 4F
Figure 1.1: Reference Trajectory 
target features into the camera image plane, it cannot be used directly to make the
7
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robot avoid the obstacles (Cadenat et al. 1999). In that case, the vision system needs 
couple with proximity sensors (laser rangefinder, ultrasonic sensor) to localize and 
pass by the obstacles. A popular way in robotics for dealing with obstacle avoidance 
problems is within the behavior based control architecture. The main methodology 
is to identify different controllers for a complex control task with individual robot 
behaviors. The main advantage of this approach is that it makes the system modu­
lar, which both simplifies the design process as well as offers the possibility to add 
new behaviors to the system without causing any major increase in complexity (Hu 
et al. 2003). The whole control process of this project can be decomposed into three 
behaviors: searching trajectory, tracking trajectory and obstacle avoidance. At the 
beginning, the B21R mobile robot tries to locate the trajectory by using its vision 
system. If the robot cannot find the trajectory in the current camera image, it will 
keep rotating counterclockwise until the trajectory is found. Thereafter, the tracking 
algorithm guides the robot to follow the trajectory. The trajectory tracking behav­
ior should be interrupted when an obstacle is detected since the obstacle avoidance 
behavior is a necessary safety measure, and it should have higher priority than the 
trajectory tracking one. After the obstacle is bypassed using a sensor-based obstacle 
avoidance behavior, the searching and tracking behaviors will be resumed.
1.4 Chapters Summaries
The first chapter presents past research done in the area of mobile robotics and 
summarizes the research objective. The second chapter describes the components 
(software and hardware) of the B21R mobile robot used in this thesis, especially the 
sensors’ functions, principles, advantages and disadvantages. The third chapter ex­
plains the vision system of the B21R mobile robot and the threshold method which 
was used to process the image. In the fourth chapter, the vision-based trajectory 
tracking algorithm is presented in detail. The fifth chapter explains the B21R’s me-
8
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chanical characteristics and gives the kinematic model of the B21R mobile robot. In 
the sixth chapter, we provide the tracking control law used in the thesis and discuss 
its performance. The seventh chapter describes the sensor-based real-time obstacle 
avoidance method. The eighth chapter summarizes the contributions of this thesis 
and proposes future work. The ninth chapter is the appendix which describes the 
important issues related to the B21R’s operation, maintenance and calibration.
9
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Chapter 2
Com ponents of the B 21R  M obile 
R obot
2.1 Software Environment
The “Mobility Robot Integration. Software” (we call it Mobility in this thesis) has 
been installed in the B21R mobile robot’s Linux Operating System. This software 
uses the “Common Object Request Broker Architecture” (CORBA) standard and the 
“Interface Definition Language” (IDL) to define the “Mobility Robot Object Model” . 
The Mobility software system consists of distributed, hierarchically organized objects 
which represent abstractions of the whole robot’s sensors, actuators, behaviors, per­
ceptual processes and data storage. The objects provide a flexible model that can be 
reconfigured as new algorithms and new applications.
The Mobility development environment offers a set of common graphical interfaces 
that control Mobility-supplied objects. The Mobility interfaces are called the Mobility 
Object Manager (MOM). W ith MOM, one can observe, tune, configure and debug 
the components of the Mobility robot control programs. MOM also allows one to 
launch a variety of object viewers that provide visualization of the robot’s actuators, 
sensors, algorithm outputs and debugging information.
10
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Mobility uses CORBA to communicate among objects. The implementation of CORBA 
used by Mobility has a shared library called the Object Request Broker (ORB). The 
ORB is a communication management library that allows transparent access to ob­
jects in different address spaces on the same or other computer systems. Mobility 
also includes interface libraries that are compiled versions of the interfaces th a t define 
the “Mobility Core Object Model” (iRobot Rev.6).
In Mobility, a robot is a hierarchically arranged collection of elements. The top level 
is the “System Module Component” that contains the separate subsystems of an 
individual robot. The subsystems contain properties that allow client programs to 
discover and dynamically update “State Objects” , based on the state of robot sensors 
and actuators.
2.2 Hardware Description
The B21R hardware system consists of three main sections (see Figure 2.1): the 
Base, the Enclosure and the Console. The Enclosure and the Console are physically 
attached. However, the Enclosure can be separated from the Base.
The Base contains the wheels, the mechanical drive and steering components, batter­
ies, motors, motor control electronics and tactile sensors. Many low level functions 
are handled entirely on the Base (such as dead reckoning position integration, motor 
current sensing and battery voltage sensing). The Base is very low and heavy in order 
to improve the stability of the entire system.
The Enclosure contains the main computer, tactile sensors, much of the power 
distribution system, sonar, IR sensors, communication equipment and the interface 
console.
The Console contains robot’s rFLEX robot control system knob, the emergency kill 
switches, joystick port and serial ports. The camera and the pan-tilt unit which are 
important parts of the vision system are established on the top of the Console.
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Figure 2.1: Components of the B21R Mobile Robot
The information flow of the B21R mobile robot is illustrated in figure 2.2. All sensors 
including monocular camera, sonar, infrared and contact sensors send their feedback 
to the on-board computer. The brain of the robot (on-board computer) processes 
the data and gives commands to control the robot and the pan-tilt unit, based on its 
environments.
2.3 Sensing
As automatic guided vehicles, mobile robots must have a means of sensing and should 
be able to anticipate uncertain changes in their environments. As the important part 
of the hardware of the B21R mobile robot, sensors perceive information and obtain 
environmental properties, such as detecting obstacles by sonar sensors, recognizing 
surface colors with the vision system and obtaining the robot’s position with respect 
to the initial location through odometry. Various sensors have been used in building
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Figure 2.2: The Basic Flow of Information Around the B21R Robot System
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mobile robot, which can be broadly categorized into two groups: external and internal 
state sensors.
2.4 External Sensors
A mobile robot needs to be able to observe the outside world to successfully navigate 
within its environment. Such a task is performed by using a series of external sensors 
including sonar sensors, infrared sensors, tactile sensors and machine vision.
2.4.1 Sonar Sensors
SONAR (see figure 2.3 and figure 2.4), an acronym for SOund Navigation And Rang­
ing, models the contours of an environment based on how the sonar sensor catches 
and throws back sound waves. iRobot’s B21R mobile robot reads its sonar sensors 
about three times per second. For each reading, the total time between the gener­
ation of the ping and the receipt of the echo, coupled with the speed of the sound 
in the robot’s environment, generates an estimate of the distance to the object that
Range (20cm to 4m)
30 degree
Figure 2.3: B21R Sonar Sensors Figure 2.4: Sonar Sensor Range
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bounced back the echo. Each sonar sensor detects obstacles in a cone-shaped range 
that starts out with an angle of about 30 degrees and spreads outwards.
The B21R mobile robot has two groups of sonar sensors. One is the upper sonar 
group, located on each smart panel of the Enclosure part; another is the base sonar 
group located on each smart panel of the Base part. There are four sonar sensors on 
each Enclosure’s panel (total 24 upper sonar sensors) and three sonar sensors on each 
Base’s panel (total 24 base sonar sensors).
The sonar sensors of the B21R mobile robot are suitable low range sensors for ap­
plications of wall and object detection. It has a minimum range of 20 centimeters 
due to the sonar sensors’ reacting time and with a maximum range of 4 meters since 
sonar sensor’s signal is attenuated during transmitting through air.
How th e Sonar Sensor Can be Fooled
Sonar sensing is an economical approach of detecting the proximity of objects and 
is accurate over several meters. However, several drawbacks have to be considered 
when using sonar sensors. As the speed of sound can be affected by changes in 
atmospheric conditions, small errors can be introduced when calculating the distance 
from the obstacle to the robot. And the obstacle’s surface characteristics (smooth or 
textured) as well as the angle at which an obstacle is placed relative to the robot will 
significantly affect how and even whether the obstacle will be detected. The accuracy 
of the sonar sensors depends on the span of the transm itted signal. The wider the 
span, the higher the chance of detecting an obstacle; however narrower spans will 
locate the obstacle’s position with respect to the mobile robot more accurately.
The sonar sensors can be fooled for the following reasons. First, frequent misreading 
that is caused by either ultrasonic noise from external sources or stray reflections 
from neighboring sensors (crosstalk). Misreading cannot always be filtered out and 
they cause the robot to detect nonexistent boundaries. Second, obstacles at steep 
angles might bounce their echoes off in a completely different direction. Therefore,
15
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the obstacles will be ignored by the sonar sensor, as it never received an echo (refer 
to figure 2.5). In addition, false readings can also be generated when the sonar’s ping 
bounces off an obliquely angled object onto another object in the environment, which 
then, in turn, returns an echo to the sonar sensors (refer to figure 2.6). This effect, 
which is called specular reflection, can cause the sonar sensor to overestimate the 
distance between the robot and the obstacle (see iRobot Rev.3 in the reference list).
Figure 2.6: Echo is Reflected More Than
Figure 2.5: Sonar Cannot Receive the Echo
Once
A voiding the Sonar Sensor to  be Fooled
The B21R mobile robot prevents its sonar from being fooled by using multiple sonar 
sensors which provide redundancy and enable cross checking (see figure 2.7). Since 
sonar sensors almost never underestimate the distance of an obstacle, it is a good 
approach to examine the distances returned by a group of sonar sensors and to use 
only the lowest values.
16
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Figure 2.7: Avoiding From Being Fooled
2.4.2 Infrared Sensors
Two main techniques are used in infrared sensors to detect the distance from a par­
ticular point to an area of interest: triangulation and intensity. The B21R mobile 
robot is equipped with the intensity type infrared sensors (see figure 2.8). This kind 
of infrared sensor comprises a paired infrared emitter and receiver. The emitter sends 
an infrared beam and the receiver measures the amount of infrared which reflects 
back from nearby objects. The distance of the object is determined by the intensity 
of the received infrared light.
Errors also exist in the infrared sensors’ feedback since the intensity of the reflection 
is usually not a linear relationship with the distance and is different for each sensor. 
Importantly, the intensity of the received light can be affected by different surface 
textures and colors.
The infrared sensors used by the B21R mobile robot have the minimum sensing dis­
tance of 10 centimeters and the maximum sensing range of 1 meter.
17
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E m itting portion
D etectin g  portion
Figure 2.8: B21R Mobile Robot Infrared Sensor
2.4.3 Tactile Sensors
A tactile sensor, which is also called contact sensor or bump sensor, is located on each 
corner of the panels of the B21R’s Base and Enclosure parts (see figure 2.9). The 
tactile sensor is the final safety sensor if none of the other sensors detect the obstacle. 
The B21R’s tactile sensors just give binary information: touch or no touch. When 
the B21R mobile robot collides with something and one of the panels is pressed inside 
a little (almost 2 millimeters), the tactile sensors on this panel will give bump signals 
to the on-board computer to prevent further damage.
2.4.4 Visual Sensing
The sonar and infrared sensors used for mobile robots are usually limited by low reso­
lution, specular reflections, insufficient dynamic range, and other effects. Comparing 
with sonar and infrared sensors, visual sensors provide richer and more complete in­
formation which is essential for recognizing and understanding the environment in 
real time.
18
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Tactile Sensors
Figure 2.9: B21R Mobile Robot Tactile Sensor
Cameras are the foundation of vision systems. The simplest camera is a pinhole cam­
era, which places the whole world in focus and provides an inverted image. More 
typical cameras have lenses which gather light and focus the rays from a 3D point in 
the environment onto a pixel on the imaging device. All cameras must have some sort 
of image sensors which could be silver plates, films, or CCD sensors. No image sensor 
is perfectly continuous; hence there is a limit to the resolution of the camera. Color 
cameras are preferred over black and white in some environments. For instance, in 
this project, the only difference between the trajectory and the floor is their colors.
The main parts of the B21R mobile robot vision system are one SONY XC-555 
Charged Coupled Device (CCD) Camera, which is an ultra-small, high resolution 
and high sensitivity digital, color camera with a frame rate of 25 frames per second, 
one pan-tilt unit (Directed Perception PTU-46-17.5), one PCI frame grabber board 
(Hauppauge) and one pan-tilt controller (refer to figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10: B21R Mobile Robot Vision System
2.5 Internal Sensors
Internal state sensors provide feedback on the robot’s internal parameters, with no di­
rect reference to the external world. These sensors may include encoders, gyroscopes 
and accelerometers. The B21R mobile robot in our laboratory is just equipped with 
odometric sensors: encoders.
2.5.1 Encoders
Before the end of the 15th century, sailors navigated by what was then called “dead” 
reckoning. This method of navigation was used by Columbus and many other sailors 
of his era (http://www.nps.gov/fora/navigation.htm). Dead reckoning refers to pose 
estimation, based on the observation of internal parameters. The simplest form of 
dead reckoning is often termed as odometry.
Encoders are the most widely used sensors for odometry. There are different types 
encoders, such as brush encoders, magnetic encoders and capacitive encoders. How-
20
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ever, the most popularly used for mobile robots is the optical encoder which enables 
a linear or rotary displacement to be converted directly into a digital form without 
intermediate analog-to-digital conversion. The basic principle behind the optical en­
coder is to alternately interrupt and pass a beam of light between a light emitting 
diode and a phototransistor as the shaft being monitored is rotated. By counting 
the number of light-to-dark transitions seen by the phototransistor and knowing the 
number of slots or holes in the encoder, the resulting rotation of the shaft can be 
calculated (http://www. opticalencoder.com/applications.html). Optical encoders can 
be classified further into two categories: incremental and absolute. The incremental 
ones measure rotational velocity and can infer relative position. The absolute model 
on the other hand, is best suited for slow or infrequent rotations such as steering 
angle encoding and can infer velocity. If there is no special requirement, incremental 
encoders are usually chosen due to their lower cost and simpler interfacing compared 
to absolute encoders.
2.5.2 Odometry of The B21R  M obile Robot
The Base of the B21R mobile robot is equipped with four wheel encoders that keep 
track of the revolutions of the wheels as the robot travels within its environment. 
The robot’s motion controller (rFlex) integrates these measurements to attem pt to 
estimate the robot’s current position at any time with respect to its original position.
The B21R’s rFlex controller takes in the four raw encoders and combines the en­
coders feedback into two virtual axes: translation axis and rotation axis (see figure 
2.11). The information of “virtual encoders” is processed by Mobility system. Mo­
bility consists of many state objetcs and two of them represent the state of B21R’s 
odometry: the “TransformState” object deals with the current location of the robot, 
and the “FVectorState” object represents the robot’s current velocity. Thereafter, 
Mobility sends rotation and translation velocity commands to the virtual axes of the 
rFlex controller (a Mobility-based program can get updates from the virtual axes at
21
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Figure 2.11: Odometry of The B21R Mobile Robot 
about 10-15Hz). Finally, the controller gives commands to drive the motors.
2.5.3 Errors in Odometry
Odometry provides highly accurate measurement for short distances. It is economical 
and allows very high sampling rates. However, the basic principle of odometry is to es­
timate the robot’s pose in an open loop by integrating the internal motion information 
over time, which leads to the accumulation of errors. Especially, the accumulation of 
orientation errors will cause large position errors which increase proportionally with 
the distance traveled by the robot (Borenstein et al. 1997). Odometry errors can 
generally be classified into two categories: systematic and non-systematic (Boren­
stein and Feng 1996). Systematic errors include unequal wheel diameters, actual 
wheelbase differs from nominal wheelbase, misalignment of wheels and finite encoder 
resolution. Systematic errors are usually caused by imperfections in the design and 
mechanical implementation. Therefore, they are vehicle specific, don’t change and 
accumulate constantly. On most smooth indoor surfaces systematic errors contribute 
much more to odometry errors than non-systematic errors. Non-systematic errors 
include travel over uneven floors, travel over unexpected objects on the floor and 
wheel-slippage. Non-systematic errors are usually caused by the unpredictable envi­
ronment. Therefore, on rough surfaces with significant irregularities, non-systematic 
errors are dominant. The problem with non-systematic errors is that they may ap-
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pear unexpectedly, and they can cause large position errors.
The B21R mobile robot used in the project is a new and advanced mobile robot, 
and its systematic errors are very small. In our laboratory, the reference trajectory 
passes in some places where the floor is not flat enough. Therefore, in this project, 
the non-systematic error is the main problem.
In the experimental result shown in Figure 2.12, the B21R mobile robot followed 
exactly the same trajectory for three cycles. However, from the odometry feedback, 
one can see that the robot’s tracking trajectories shift almost by the same distance 
between each cycle (around 0.04 meter). The shift distance is the accumulation of 
odometry’s non-systematic errors. In Figure 2.12, the tracking trajectories do not ex­
actly match the reference trajectory (dashed line) quite well, since the robot’s initial 
position and orientation cannot be measured very precisely.
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Figure 2.12: Errors During the Tracking Process
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Chapter 3 
Vision System  and Visual Servoing
Vision is one of the most important senses which let intelligent creatures recognize 
objects, locate objects in space and track objects in motion. Vision is also an interdis­
ciplinary area encompassing geometry, physics, computer science, numerical methods 
as well as probability and statistics.
The discipline of machine vision emerged in the early 1960s. Scientists handled 
physics-based vision analysis in the 1970s. Between 1980s and 1990s, researchers 
focused on stereo vision, real-time vision systems, appearance-based vision, motion 
and object recognition. In the 21st century, real-time tracking and recognition as well 
as interactive vision systems attract more attention.
Visual sensing generates an abundance of information from a single image, while usu­
ally the area of interest is only a fraction of the image. Therefore, vast machine vision 
algorithms were generated to locate and interpret certain visual features. These algo­
rithms can be generally classified into two categories: low-level (geometric algorithms) 
and high-level (understanding algorithms). Geometric algorithms have the ability to 
take the huge space of images and extract some simpler geometry that can be an­
alyzed. Understanding algorithms are used to recognize objects from the database, 
which is quite challenging for the general use (Isard and Blake 1998).
An essential problem with using machine vision is the huge amount of data generated 
by a video camera. Therefore, the essence of the machine vision is the “minimalism
25
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principle” which emphasizes on solving the task by using features as basic as possible. 
During image processing, only the information related to the vision task should be ex­
tracted from the images. This kind of information can be quantitative or qualitative, 
such as using color information to track certain color trajectory and using geometric 
information to grasp objects.
3.1 Five Frames of Reference
Yc
^  ^X c
c Camera coordinate frame
Optic Centre














frame YaXw Object coordinate 
frame
Figure 3.1: Five Frames of Reference
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Reference frames are needed in order to do either qualitative or quantitative analy­
sis of scenes. Five frames of reference are necessary for general problems in 3D scene 
analysis (Shapiro and Stockman 2001). The five types of frames are illustrated in 
figure 3.1. First is the World Coordinate Frame (W), which is needed to relate ob­
jects in 3D. Second is the Object Coordinate Frame (A), which is a frame attached 
to the object under consideration. The Camera Coordinate Frame (C) is a frame 
attached to the camera and often needed for an egocentric view. The fourth frame is 
the Real Image Coordinate Frame (F). 3D points project to the real image plane at 
coordinates ( z / ,y / , / ) ,  where (x / ,y / ) are real numbers, usually in the same units as 
the world coordinates, and /  is the focal length (CF). In all above coordinate frames, 
coordinates are real numbers along continuous axes. However, coordinates of Pixel 
Coordinate Frame (I) are integer subscripts of the pixel array. In the pixel array, each 
point has integer pixel coordinates. Many things about a scene can be determined by 
analysis of the image in terms of only pixel rows and columns. For example in figure 
3.1, the image of the point P  in the scene falls within pixel Pi(Pm, Pn), where Pm and 
Pn are integer row and column, respectively.
3.2 Color Space
Color spaces are a method using several different components to define color. Three 
of the most prominent color spaces are RGB, YUV, and HSI (Gonzalez and Woods 
2001). Images generally come out of the cameras in RGB which is a frequency do­
main measurement. RGB consists of three components: red, green, and blue. RGB 
is useful since red, green, and blue pixels can easily be combined to create any color. 
However, the RGB color space is not an ideal format for manual color classification. 
The YUV color space is the format in which television broadcasts are transmitted. 
The Y component is intensity, a weighted average of the R, G, and B values. Dis­
played alone the Y component creates a grayscale image. The U and V components
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are chrominance values that can be used with the Y component to obtain R, G, and 
B values. The HSI color space consists of Hue, Saturation and Intensity, which set 
up in a cylindrical coordinate system. The HSI color space classifies colors in a way 
similar to the way that humans do, hence it is intuitive to the human mind.
3.3 Image Format
The CCD camera of the B21R mobile robot takes images and saves them as PPM 
files. A PPM file includes two parts: a header and the image data. The header 
consists of at least three parts. The first “line” is a PPM identifier. It can be “P 3” or 
“P 6” . The next line consists of the width and height of the image as ASCII numbers, 
which are 160 and 120 with respect to the CCD camera used in our project. The 
last part of the header provides the maximum value of the color components for the 
pixels, which is 255 in our case.
The format of the image data depends on the PPM identifier. If it is “P 3” , the 
image is given as ASCII text. The numerical value of each pixel ranges from 0 to 
the maximum value given in the header. The image is stored in top to bottom, left 
to right order and should not be longer than 70 characters. If the PPM  identifier is 
“P 6”, then the image data is stored in byte format, one byte per color component 
(R,G,B). “P 6” image files are obviously smaller than “P3” and much faster to read. 
The image files taken by the B21R mobile robot express each pixel using three bytes 
which show the values of red, green and blue color elements. Each color has 256 gray 
levels from 0 to 255. The sequence of these three color elements (R,G,B) in the PPM  
file decides the color of this image. If the sequence of the three elements is out of 
order, the image will lose its real color.
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3.4 Processing the Image Using Threshold
Threshold setting is an “ignore small detail” setting and is a straightforward method 
which suppresses noise and enhances important features. There are many kinds of 
thresholds, such as high and low threshold, band threshold, hierarchical threshold 
and multi-spectral threshold.
Color threshold is satisfied based on some simple models of appearance, such as ob­
jects are uniform in color or chromaticity and the foreground is not complex in color 
or illumination conditions. Unfortunately, the real environments are much different 
from the ideal models. Since many objects have more than one color and sometimes 
are easy to be confused with their environments.
The standard of selecting the threshold is to minimize the probability of a segmenta­
tion error. One can manually select thresholds or calculate a histogram of the image 
and acquire the threshold through analyzing the histogram shape. Therefore, thresh­
old selection is subjective and is often determined qualitatively by the analyst.
The particular condition of our project is that a black trajectory was set on the white 
floor of the laboratory. The task of finding target becomes easy in this condition, be­
cause the difference of the gray levels between the black target, whose RGB is (0,0,0), 
and its white environment, whose RGB is (255,255,255), is very large. In this project, 
threshold is used to get the binary images and then the vision system can recognize 
the tracking target. Since our vision control system is a real-time control system, 
algorithm speed, reliability and robustness are all important factors. Therefore, the 
threshold process should be fast enough; the robot should not be too sensitive to the 
threshold levels and it should be robust to changes in lighting. Instead of checking the 
gray levels of all three color components of one pixel, our algorithm just checks the 
red color element, since one element is enough to present the objects in this simple 
condition, and this will increase the image processing speed for almost three times 
which means treasure in real-time system.
When the environment condition in our laboratory is constant, an image was taken 
and processed by four different thresholds which are 100, 150, 200 and 240 (see from
29
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Figure 3.2: Threshold of 100 Figure 3.3: Threshold of 150
Figure 3.4: Threshold of 200 Figure 3.5: Threshold of 240
figure 3.2 to figure 3.5). Through comparing the image effect under different thresh­
olds, we can say that 200 is a satisfied threshold for this environment which gives 
enough characteristic of the target without small details.
3.5 Environmental Variations Affect the V ision Sys­
tem
In machine vision, the key issue is how to deal with environmental variations. In this 
project, according to the indoor condition, the principal reason for success in machine 
vision is to select a lighting arrangement which is suitable for this specific application.
Figure 3.6 shows the lighting condition of our robotics laboratory. There are six 
ceiling lights on each side of the trajectory. The lights on one side were turned
30
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Light 2 Light 4
Figure 3.6: The Lighting Condition in the Lab
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off in a certain sequence, and the CCD camera took a picture of the trajectory at 
each different lighting condition. Through comparing these images (from figure 3.7 
to figure 3.11), one can conclude that the vision system is heavily affected by the 
lighting condition, and the middle part of the image is easier to be affected than the 
top and bottom parts. To improve the robustness of the vision system, the lighting 
condition in the laboratory should be kept constant and the system should avoid 
using the middle part of the image to search for the target.
\ F \ F
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Figure 3.7: Third Light Turned Off Figure 3.8: Second Light Turned Off
\ 1 ‘AV
V \
Figure 3.9: 1st and 3rd Light Turned Off Figure 3.10: 2nd and 3rd Light Turned Off
3.6 Comparing a Sequence of Images
The simplest way to track an object is to develop a method for extracting the object 
from the environment and to apply the method on each frame. But this method
32
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Figure 3.11: 1st, 2nd and 3rd Light Turned Off
overlooks some important aspects in the real world, such as the large amount of in­
formation shared between adjacent frames and the fact that objects normally move 
in predictable ways.
In our project, if the B21R mobile robot just calculates the tracking point from each 
isolated image, the tracking controller is easy to be disturbed by uncertainties in the 
dynamic environment (refer to the research video: Before Compare a Sequence of Im­
age). Since the reference trajectory used in this project is continuous and smooth, the 
robot becomes more robust to disturbances and seems more intelligent by comparing 
the difference between adjacent images (refer to the research video: After Compare 
a Sequence of Image).
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Chapter 4 
Target Localization
Most of the available vision tracking techniques can be categorized into two main 
groups: feature-based and model-based. The feature-based approach focuses on track­
ing 2D features such as geometrical elements (points, segments and circles), object 
contours and regions of interest (Isard and Blake 1996; Hager and Toyama 1998). 
Model-based methods usually provide a more robust solution, since they are able to 
predict hidden movement of the object, detect partial occlusions and act to reduce 
the effects of outlier data introduced in the tracking process (Comport et al. 2004). 
In this project, due to the fact that the tracking target is a static black trajectory 
taped on the floor, the feature-based approach is used to detect the trajectory in 
real-time.
4.1 Representing The R obot’s Position
To successfully track the trajectory on the floor, the robot needs to know the relation 
between the tracking object’s position and its own location. For example, what is the 
distance from the tracking target to the robot, as well as what is the angle between 
the orientation of the robot and the tracking object.
34
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Initial Orientation of the robot
Figure 4.1: Principle of Odometry
robot positioning: absolute and relative methods. Satellite based positioning systems 
(GPS) can be used to provide absolute position and orientation information. How­
ever the use of GPS remains limited to outdoor environments due to satellite signal 
blockage inside buildings. In this project, since there is no direct way to measure the 
robot’s position, the incremental optical encoders had to be used to relatively derive 
the robot’s localization information. The encoders collect two parameters of the ro­
bo t’s motion: the total distance it travels and the total angle by which it rotates. The 
B21R’s position can be estimated by using the distance by which the mobile robot 
translates between two adjacent sampling time and the robot’s current orientation 
with respect to the initial position (refer figure 4.1).
x i+i = Xi + A d  cos 6i,
(4.1)
Vi+1 =  Vi + A d sm 9 i ,  
where, (Xi,yi) represents the robot’s coordinates at time i, (x i+i , y i+i) represents the 
robot’s coordinates at time i+1, A d  is the distance that the robot traveled between 
time i and time i+ 1, Qi and 9i+1 are the orientations of the robot at time i and time
35
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i+ 1, respectively.
It should be known that, in practice, the distance A d  may not be in a line and the 
orientation 6 i may not be close to 9i + However, due to the very short sampling time 
of the odometry, we assume that A d  is in a line and the orientation Oi is close to  9l+\
The B21R mobile robot’s odometry has a special limitation that i t’s orientation




Figure 4.2: Changing of the Orientation 6  (during the robot turning right)
should be presented between —7r and n  (Refer to figure 4 .2 ). For instance, when the 
robot stays at the initial position, all encoders are set to zero. If the robot starts 
to move and turn right, the robot’s orientation will keep decreasing and changing 
gradually from zero to — ir. If the robot keeps turning right, the robot’s orientation 
will jump from —7r to n  and then decrease to zero again. The situation is similar 
when the robot keeps moving and turning left; the robot’s orientation 9 will increase 
from 0 to 7r, jump from n  to -7r, and then, increase to zero. Although the robot’s 
orientation jumps and is limited in [—7r, 7r], the equation which expresses the robot’s 
position will not change and always be the equation 4.1.
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Figure 4.3: The Actual Area Taken by the Camera
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4.2 Localizing An Arbitrary Point






Figure 4.5: The CCD Image
Figure 4.4: The Actual Area Taken by the 
CCD Camera
Figures 4.3 and 4.4 gives the geometrical details of the actual area which is taken 
by the CCD camera, such as lengths of the parallel sides, the vertical height and the 
relation among them. In this figure, point P  is the target which needs to be tracked 
by the robot, point C  represents the CCD frame’s projection on the floor, point M  
is the center of the mobile robot and the robot’s orientation is at the same direction 
as M l t .  Through measuring the actual area, we acquired the following parameters: 
G \G 2 is 1.24 meter, G 3 G 4  is 2.80 meter, M C  is 0.25 meter, F K  is 2.21 meter, and 
C F  is 0.5 meter. Our task is to work out the length of MP which represents the 
distance from the center of the robot to the tracking point (P), and the angle (3 by 
which the robot needs to turn in order to face to the tracking target.
Figure 4.5 is the illustration of the CCD image. Due to the homography relation 
between the CCD image and the real area, for any arbitrary point P  in the actual area, 
there exists a corresponding pixel Pi in the CCD image frame; and its coordinates in 
the Pixel Coordinate Frame are (Pm,P n).
Figure 4.6 gives a detailed illustration about how to figure out the length of M P .
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Figure 4.6: An Enlarged Part of the Actual Area 
Since C J  is orthogonal to M P,  we can get
M P  =  M J  +  J P =  y/CM2 -  C J 2 + VCP2 -  C J 2. (4.2)
Since C M  is known (0.25m), now we need to deal with the length of C P  and CJ.  
From C P  — \ /H C 2 +  H P 2, the distance of C P  will be obtained as long as the dis­
tance H C  and H P  is figured out. Since PPg is orthogonal to G iG 2 (see figure 4.4), 
and the distance of F K  corresponds to 120 CCD pixels (line FiKi) in the CCD image 
frame, from the homography relationship, one can get the following equations:
PPa 120 -  Pn
F K 120
(4.3)
PPg =  F K
120 -  Pn 2.21
120 120
(120 -  Pn) =  0.0184(120 -  Pn), (4.4)
HC =  FC  + F H  = FC  + PPg =  0.5 +  0.0184(120 -  Pn). (4.5)
In the above equations, (120 — Pn) is used instead of just Pn, because the origin of 
the Pixel Coordinate Frame is at the left top corner of the image frame (G 3 ).
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It is more difficult to figure out H P  than H C  because G 2 G 3  is not parallel to G 1 G 4  
(see figure 4.4). Since the constant width of the image frame (160 pixels) responds to 
different width of actual area (H 3 H 4 ), the ratio between H ^ H ^  and H 3 H± cannot be 
determined directly. Therefore, the width of the actual area with respect to H ^ H ^  
needs to be calculated as follows:
H 3 H 4  = G iG 2  + 2H iH 3  = 1.24+2[0.0065(120 —P„)] =  1.24+0.013(120-Pn). (4.10)
From the homography relation between the CCD image and the actual area, the lines 
H P  and H 3 H± in the actual area correspond to line Hi Pi and 160 CCD pixels (line 
HsiHa) in the Pixel Coordinate Frame. Therefore, the following is determined:
Since the distance of CH and HP is known, one can calculate the distance CP as 
follows:






and hence, <f> =  70.56 degrees.
Using cj) one can get H \H 3  and H 3 H A:
(120 -  Pn) =  0.0065(120 -  Pn), (4.9)
Pm -  80 | H P
(4.11)
160 H 3 H a
H P  = H 3 H a ■Pro1608° 1 =  (1.24 +  0.013(120 -  Pn) ) ' Pm1608° (4.12)
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C P  =  C C H 2 +  H P 2
0.5 +  0.0184(120 -  Pn ) } 2 +  [(1.24 +  0.013(120 -  Pn)) 




H P  (1.24 +  0.013(120 -  p n))i2Sj:fi-)
0  =  arCtgH C  + C M  =  a rd g  [0.5 +  0.0184(120- P n) ] + 0.25 (4' 14)
From figure 4.6, one can see that C J  =  CM  sin (/?), hence length of C J  can be 
acquired by
C J  =  0.25 sin (1.24 +  0.013(120 -  Pn))(AT^ m) arctg- -----------------------------------—— (4.15)
[0.5 +  0.0184(120 -  Pn)} +  0.25
Substituting equations 4.13 and 4.15 to equation 4.2, length of M P  will be acquired, 
which is too long to show.
4.3 Localizing a Point on the Line of n = 60
Since the size of the image file is very large (160 x 120 pixels), it will take the com­
puter a long time to process each pixel of the image. If the tracking point can be 
determined just by checking one line of the image, the processing speed will increase 
more than one hundred times. In this project, since the environment is not complex 
and the reference trajectory is continuous and smooth, it is possible to recognize the 
tracking point through scanning one image line.
First, we try  to determine the tracking point by checking the middle row (n=60) of 
the CCD image. Substituting Pn =  60 in equations 4.13, 4.14, and 4.15, the tracking 
point information will be acquired as below:
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C P  =  V C H 2 +  H P 2
0.5 +0.0184(120-6 0 ) ]2 + [(1.24 +0.013(120-  60))J 160 j 
2.5728 + [2 . 0 2 l£ g H p  
a = arcta—  =  'M u ' cly HM  [0.5+0.0184(120—60)+0.25]
2.02 C80- ^ )
lM l2
Q/rctg" " " i § 5 4 ^
9 (80—Pm.)
C J  =  0.25 sin [arctg ' 1 8 * |° — ]
Substituting C P  and C J  from equation 4.16 to equation 4.2, we will get M P  with 
respect to Pn =  60.
4.4 Localizing a Point on the Line of n=120
Since the middle part of the image is easy to be disturbed by uncertainties (see figure 
3.7 to figure 3.11), we try to use the bottom  row to detect the tracking point. Sub­
stituting Pn =  120 in equations 4.13, 4.14 and 4.2, the following is determined:
C P  =  V C H 2  +  H P 2  = i j  0.25 +  [(1 .24) L ^ - - ^ i ]2 (4 .17)
H P
(3 = arct9 j j j ^  =  arctg[0.01(80 -  Pm)] (4.18)
C J  =  0.25 sin [arctg[0.01(80 -  Pm)]] (4.19)
Substituting equations 4.17 and 4.19 to equation 4.2, we will get M P  with respect to 
Pn =  120 as follow:
M P  =  7(0 .25)2 -  [0.25 sin [arcfg[0.01(80 -  Pm)]]]2
!-----------------------------------------------------------------------------  (4.20)
+  y  [0.25 +  [(1 .24) ^ M ] 2] -  [0.25sin [arctg[0.01(80 -  Pm ) } } ) 2
The bottom row scanning approach makes the vision control system robust, and the 
simpler equation format increases the processing speed of the tracking point detection.
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Chapter 5
M obile R obot K inem atics
5.1 W heel Kinem atics Constraints and Assum p­
tions
The real environment is unpredictable and full of uncertainties. At different condi­
tions, the model of the robot should be changed correspondingly due to the interaction 
between the robot and the environment. Most of the research dealing with the mo­
bile robots is based on the following assumptions: First, we consider the wheel of 
the robot contacting with the floor on a point. Second, the wheels of the robot will 
not deform, which means that the wheels are hard enough for their loads. Third, 
the robot needs to move on a horizontal plane. Moreover, there is just pure rolling 
between the wheels and the floor and no slipping, skidding or sliding exists. The 
mobile robots’ steering axes should be orthogonal to the surface. Finally, the wheels 
of the mobile robot need to be connected by rigid frame (Shekhar 1997).
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5.2 Mobile Robot Maneuverability
The maneuverability of a mobile robot is the combination of the mobility available 
based on the sliding constraints and additional freedom contributed by the steering 
(Siegwart and Nourbakhsh 2004).
$M ~  5m T &si (5-l)
where 5m  is the robots maneuverability, 5m is the robots degree of mobility and 5S is 
the robots degree of steerability.
If nconf  is the dimension of the robot’s configuration space, and n dof  is the number 
of degrees of freedom of the robot. Then the robot is a holonomic system when 
ncanf =  ^dof, or a nonholonomic system when n conf  > n dof.
5.3 Nonholonomic System s
A nonholonomic constraint h(q,q) = 0, where q =  ( x , y , 8 )T , is a constraint on the 
mobile robot velocities, and is a kinematic constraint that cannot be integrated to 
yield a geometric constraint. For nonholonomic systems, the number of degrees of 
freedom is less than the dimension of the configuration space. Not all collision-free 
paths are feasible and the robots have to move in limited directions. However, the 
nonholonomic constraint is not global. For example, a car can not drive parallel, but 
it can get to the sideways position through the parallel parking operation.
In 1983, Brockett had proven that nonholonomic systems cannot be stabilized by 
using any smooth time-invariant feedback control (Brockett et al. 1983). Therefore, 
either smooth time-varying or discontinuous time-invariant controller has to be used 
for nonholonomic systems.
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5.4 Holonomic System s
A holonomic constraint h(q) =  0, where q is (x, y )T , is an integrable kinematic con­
straint. A holonomic system is one in which the number of degrees of freedom are 
equal to the number of the dimension of the robot’s configuration space. Any collision- 
free path is feasible to a holonomic system whose orientation can rotate to any given 
direction during a linear travel. The characteristic of the holonomic system makes 
the path planning easy and save the working space. (Watanabe et al. 1998).
5.5 Synchronous Drive M obile Robot
The B21R mobile robot has a four-wheel synchronous drive system (Refer to figure 
5.1). In this special synchronous drive mechanical structure, the four wheels are 
mechanically coupled by belts, drive torque is transferred down through each steering 
column to rubber tires. There are three DC servo motors for translation and one 
motor for rotation. The drive-motor output shaft is coupled to each of the steering 
column power shafts by a heavy-duty timing belt to ensure synchronous operation. 
A second timing belt transfers the rotational output of the steering motor to  each 
steering column, allowing them to synchronously rotate in a 360 degrees range.
The four wheels of the system translate at the same linear velocity and rotate at 
the same angular velocity. Most importantly, the four wheels always keep the same 
orientation and are parallel with each other. When the mobile robot moves straight, 
every wheel runs at the same velocity and travels the same distance. The situation 
becomes complex when the mobile robot translates and rotates at the same time 
(Refer to figure 5.2). Each of the four wheels runs along a circle trajectory with the 
same diameter and certain offset among themselves. It also can be noticed from this 
figure that the Base of the B21R mobile robot will not change its orientation at any 
time, just the Enclosure of the robot turning with the wheels.
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Steering Belt motor Shaft
Figure 5.1: Synchronous Drive System
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Robot base is always oriented the same way
\
Robot center trajectory
Figure 5.2: Four Wheels And Robot’s Center Trajectory
5.6 Kinematic M odel of the B21R M obile R obot
Since the B21R mobile robot has a synchronous drive mechanical system, and has 
the same kinematics characteristics as the unicycle mobile robot, its kinematic model 
is given by:
x = v cos 9
y — t;sin# (5.2)
9 — ui
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where (x , y) represent the coordinates of the robot’s position, 0  is its orientation; v 
and u  are the linear and angular velocities which are considered as the control inputs
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Chapter 6
M obile R obot Control System
Active objects and the ability to communicate dynamic state updates between compo­
nents allow the mobile robot to support the development of closed-loop robot control 
behaviors. These components combine input from one or more sensor systems and 
generate commands for one or more actuator systems within a robot.
6.1 Tracking Control Law
The kinematic model of the B21R mobile robot was obtained in section 5.6 (refer 
to equation 5.2). The robot can be described by the vector (x ,y ,9 ) T , where (x ,y )  
represent the coordinates of the point M  located at the center of the robot with 
respect to the fixed frame J0 =  (O ,io , j0) (Refer to figure 6.1).
The orientation of the mobile robot 0 is measured with respect to the io axis of the 
fixed frame. The linear velocity v and the angular velocity u  are the control inputs 
for the mobile robot. We assume that there is a reference mobile robot, with the same 
characteristics as the real one, moving on the reference trajectory (Tayebi and Rachid 
1996). The reference trajectory described by the coordinates (xr ,y r) with respect to 
the frame / 0, can be represented by a tangential motion of the identical “virtual”
49
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T a r g e t  m o b ile  r o b o t
A c tu a l  M o b ile  r o b o t
Figure 6.1: Mobile Robot Control
mobile robot, with linear velocity vr and angular velocity ay, along this trajectory. 
The center of the virtual mobile robot Mr , which is actually the tracking target (P), 
moves along the reference trajectory which can be described by
x T =  vr cos 9r
yr =  iysin#r (6 .1)
9 f  —  Oy.
The kinematics error model in the I q frame can be obtained as follows:
x  = vr cos 9r — v cos 9
y = vr sin 9r — v sin 9 (6 .2)
9 =  ay. — uj.
where x  = x r — x, y — yr — y  and 9 = 9r — 9. Alternatively, one can use a polar 
representation to describe the kinematics error model by introducing a new set of 
variables, namely, d, (3 and a. Let d denote the distance between M  and M r. f3 is the 
angle between the line M M , and the orientation of the real mobile robot, a  is the 
angle between the line of M M , and the orientation of the reference mobile robot. It
should be noticed that (3 is a negative value when the point M r is located on the right
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side of the real robot’s orientation (v). Since from equation 4.18, 13 will be negative 
when Pm is larger than 80. And a point with Pm =  80 is located on the robot’s 
orientation.
From figure 6.2, we can figure out the angle a. Since, | a \ + \ y, |= | r  | and 
| r  |=  7r / 2— | (3 |, we can acquire | a  |=  n / 2 — \ (3 | — | y, |. The value of (3 can 
be calculated from equation 4.18. Now, we focus on //. Since M r is following the 
reference trajectory, if we choose a point T2 from the reference which is very near to 
M r, M rT2 can be realized with the same direction as VT. In this project, since the 
point M r is detected by the image line Pn =  120, we use image line Pn =  117 to scan 
another point T2 on the reference trajectory. And the angle of y  can be calculated 
using the coordinates of Tj and T2 in the Pixel Coordinate Frame.
According to Figure 6.1, using the following relationships d = y / x 2  + y 2, x  =
Pn=117
Pn=120
T a r g e t  m o b i le  ro b o t
A c tu a l  M o b ile  ro b o t
Figure 6.2: How to Calculate a
d sin ( 6  + (3), y  = d cos (0 +  /?) ,§  =  tan  (9 +  (3) and 9 +  (3 — 0r +  a, together with 
equations 5.2, 6.1 and 6.2, one can obtain a new representation of the tracking kine-
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matic error as follows:
d — vr cos a  — v cos (3
f3 =  — u  +  ^ sin (3 — sin a  (6.3)
a  =  — uir +  2  sin P ~  ^  sin a.
Since the Pan-Tilt Unit has its own limit angles (the T ilt’s lower limit angle is 46 
degrees), the camera cannot take the image of the floor that is very close to the robot; 
the minimum distance which the camera can detect is 0.75 meter from the center of 
the robot. It means that the vision system cannot perceive the tracking target which 
is located at a distance less than 0.75 meter from the mobile robot’s center. Due 
to this specific application, a new variable d — d — dr is introduced, where dr is a 
constant value (0.75 meter). The new tracking kinematic error becomes
d = vr cos a  — v cos /3
0  =  ~ u  +  sin 0  ~  3+57 sin a  (6-4)
d =  ~ u r + d k ; s in0 - & sin <*•
In this project, we assume that the mobile robot is initially close to the reference
trajectory (i.e., v  ~  vr, u> ~  u r, a  ~  (3 — 0), and the vision system can detect the
desired trajectory at any time. In this particular situation, we obtain a local model 
of the form
d =  vr — v
(6.5)
(3 =  a  =  —u
In this case, it is easily seen that the following linear controller
v = vr + kid
(6 .6)
uj = k 2 (3,
guarantees local asymptotic stability of the equilibrium point (d — 0,/3 =  0 ,o: =  0).
6.2 The Tracking Control Process
Figure 6.3 and 6.4 illustrate the whole process of the robot’s tracking and obstacle 
avoidance. At the beginning, the robot sets up communication with the objects
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(sensors, actuators and servers). Then, the Pan-Tilt unit turns downward by 46 
degrees and keeps its position during the control process. Thereafter, the sonar 
sensors check whether there are obstacles within 25 centimeters around the robot 
(the robot will not move until the environment around the robot up to 25 centimeters 
is clear). And the tactile sensors check whether the robot collides with something: 
the robot will stop immediately if any tactile sensor is activated. After that, a certain 
sonar will check whether there are obstacles in front of the robot up to 50 centimeters. 
If there are, the robot will perform the “obstacle avoidance” procedure. Otherwise 
the robot will acquire the sequential images from the vision system and try  to extract 
the target point. If the robot cannot recognise the tracking point, the robot will keep 
rotating counterclockwise and searching. When the tracking point is acquired, it will 
be compared with the last sampling image. If the difference is less than 20 pixels, 
the robot will calculate the corresponding distance d and angle p. If the difference is 
larger than or equal to 20 pixels, the robot will stop and keep checking the difference 
until it is less than 20 pixels. Finally, using d and /3, the controller will provide the 
linear and angular velocities v  and u  to drive the robot towards the target point.
T ra c k in g  E rro r
C a m e ra
T a c tile  s e n s o r s  fo r 
e m e r g e n c y  a to p
S o n a r  s e n s o r s  for 
o b s ta c l e  
a v o id a n c e
O n-board
C om puter
O b s ta c l e  a v o id a n c e  
p r o c e d u r e
T ra c k in g  c o n tro l  p r o c e d u re
D C  M o to r  D rive
Figure 6.3: Control Process
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Figure 6.4: Flowchart of the Control Program
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6.3 Experimental Results
There are three parameters in the control law (refer to equation 6 .6 ): vr , k\ and A;2- 
We tested these parameters using the values shown in Table 6.1. From the experimen-
Experiment ty h fc2
1 vr =  0.12 h  =  0.23
oII<M
2 ty =  0.12 fci =  0.05 k2  = 0.4
3 ty — 0 .12 k\ =  1 k 2  =  0.4
4 vr = 0.12 ki =  0 .23 k2  =  0 .26
5 ty =  0.12 kx =  0.23 k 2  = 0.9
6 ty =  0 .17 h  =  0.23 k 2 =  0.4
7 vr — 0.05 fci =  0.23 ?r to II O if*
.
Table 6.1: Parameters of the Control Law
tal results (see figure 6.5 to figure 6.36), one can get the following conclusions: First, 
the parameter ki affects the control performance slightly, due to the small value of d 
(refer to figures 6 .8 , 6.12, 6.16). When we chose ki as 0.05, 0.23 and 1 respectively, the 
linear velocity was increased, nevertheless we did not notice a big difference among 
the resulting tracking trajectories (see figure 6.5, figure 6.9, figure 6.13).
Second, the parameter k 2  can be chosen large enough, however it has a lower limit 
depending on ty and k\. If one chooses vr — 0.12 and Ay =  0.23, then A:2 has to be 
larger than 0.26 (see figure 6.17), otherwise the vision system will lose the reference 
trajectory when the B21R mobile robot faces the half-circle. By choosing k 2  very 
large, the vision system will not lose the reference trajectory, however this leads to 
a noticeable tracking error (refer to figure 6.21). Since the angle j3 is not very small 
during the half-circle part (refer to figures 6.7, 6.19, 6.23), the multiplication of f3 by 
a large gain k 2  will lead to a high angular velocity with respect to the linear velocity 
which results in a noticeable tracking error.
Third, the parameter ty can be chosen small enough, however ty has an upper limit
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depending upon the choice of ki and k2. If one chooses ki =  0.23 and k 2  =  0.4, 
then vr has to be smaller then 0.17 (Refer to figure 6.25), otherwise the vision system 
will lose the reference trajectory when the B21R mobile robot faces the half-circle. 
By choosing vr very small (Refer to figure 6.29), the vision system will not lose the 
reference trajectory, however the robot cannot follow the trajectory exactly.
Fourth, the parameters should have a correct ratio among each other, especially be­
tween vr and k2, which are the crucial elements for the linear and angular velocity 
respectively. For example, vr =  0.12, k\ =  0.23 and k2  =  0.4 is a good parameter 
setting according to our experimental results. If one of these parameters changes, the 
other two need to be changed correspondingly.
Fifth, from the figures of (3 and | a  |, one can see that, their values appear as a sine 
wave and sometimes are really large (such as -0.7 radian). This is caused by the 
fact that the vision system of the B21R mobile robot cannot detect the target point 
which is less than 0.75 meter from the robot’s center. A large distance between the 
robot and its tracking target induces large values of f3 and | a  |, especially during the 
half-circle part. Opposite to (3 and | a  |, the value of d is pretty small.
Finally, figure 6.33 to figure 6.36 show our experimental results when the initial po­
sition of the robot is not located on the reference trajectory.
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—  Tracking Trajectory 
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Figure 6.5: Actual and Reference Trajecto- Figure 6 .6 : | a  | Function of Time, with 
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Figure 6.7: (3 Function of Time, with vr =  Figure 6 .8 : d Function of Time, with vr =  
0.12 fci =  0.23 k2 =  0.4 0.12 h  =  0.23 k2 =  0.4
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—  Tracking Trajectory
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Figure 6.9: Actual and Reference TYajecto- Figure 6.10: | a  | Function of Time, with 
















Figure 6.11: f3 Function of Time, with vr =  Figure 6.12: d Function of Time, with vr =  
0.12 Ai =  0.05 k2 =  0.4 0.12 ki =  0.05 k2 =  0.4
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—  Tracking Trajectory
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Figure 6.13: Actual and Reference TYajec- Figure 6.14: | a  | Function of Time, with 
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Figure 6.15: (3 Function of Time, with vr =  Figure 6.16: d Function of Time, with vr =  
0.12 jfci =  1 k2 =  0.4 0.12 fci =  1 fc2 =  0.4
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Figure 6.17: Actual and Reference Trajec- Figure 6.18: | a  | Function of Time, with 
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Figure 6.19: /? Function of Time, with vr =  Figure 6.20: d Function of Time, with vr =  
0.12 ki =  0.23 k2 =  0.26 0.12 ki =  0.23 k2 =  0.26
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—  Tracking Trajectory
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Figure 6.21: Actual and Reference Trajec- Figure 6.22: | a  | Function of Time, with 
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Figure 6.23: p  Function of Time, with vr =  Figure 6.24: d Function of Time, with vr =  
0.12 h  =  0.23 k2 =  0.9 0.12 ki =  0.23 k2 =  0.9
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—  Tracking Trajectory
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Figure 6.25: Actual and Reference Trajec- Figure 6.26: | a  | Function of Time, with 


















Figure 6.27: (3 Function of Time, with vr =  Figure 6.28: d Function of Time, with vr =  
0.17 fci =  0.23 k2 =  0.4 0.17 kx =  0.23 k2 =  0.4
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Figure 6.29: Actual and Reference Trajec- Figure 6.30: | a \ Function of Time, with 
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Figure 6.31: (5 Function of Time, with vr =  Figure 6.32: d Function of Time, with vr =  
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Chapter 7
R eal-tim e O bstacle Avoidance
In this thesis, we consider just the case where the obstacle is located on the trajectory. 
Therefore, the camera cannot detect the trajectory behind the obstacle. In this special 
situation, a method which is similar to edge detection approach is used.
7.1 Limitations of Our Obstacle Avoidance M ethod
The obstacle avoidance method used in this project has some limitations, which need 
to be considered in our future work. First, this method can only recognize obstacles 
located on the trajectory using certain sonar sensors. Second, due to the limited 
space of our laboratory (there are protection bars on the outside of the trajectory), 
the robot was programmed to avoid the obstacle from inside of the trajectory. It 
means that the robot either turns right to avoid the obstacle when it is following the 
trajectory clockwise or turns left to avoid the obstacle when it is following the trajec­
tory counterclockwise. Since no sensor is installed on our B21R mobile robot (such as 
compass) which can detect the direction of the robots’ motion, we just let the robot 
follow the trajectory clockwise. Moreover, because we use a limited number of sonar 
sensors to guide the robot passing by the obstacle, this method is not suitable for a 
very large obstacle. Finally, due to the specular reflection which can cause the sonar
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sensor to ignore the obstacle, we assume that, the obstacle at least has a certain area 
which is orthogonal to the robot’s orientation when the robot is facing it.




The 23rd Sonar Sonar with the The 1st Sonar Mobile robot’s 
index of zero orientation
Figure 7.1: Obstacle Avoidance Position One
B21R mobile robot has 24 upper sonar sensors indexed from 0 to 23. Since the 
23rd ultrasonic sensor has the same direction as the CCD camera (the orientation 
of the robot) and the positions of other upper sonar sensors are also constant with 
respect to the camera, the feedback from the upper sonar sensors is used to locate 
the obstacle’s position relative to the robot.
Due to the specular reflection and the different shapes of the obstacles, the ultrasonic 
sensors cannot acquire the exact distance between the robot and an obstacle. There­
fore, in this project, a comparison between the ultrasonic sensors’ feedback is used to 
locate the obstacle’s position with respect to the mobile robot.
During the tracking process, if the 23rd ultrasonic sensor detects an obstacle which is 
50 centimeters far from the robot, the robot will stop for a second and detect again to 
see whether it is a static obstacle or just something passing by (Refer to figure 7.1). 
If the obstacle still exists after one second, the robot will begin its obstacle avoidance
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procedure.
Since the robot is restricted to follow the trajectory clockwise, the obstacle avoidance 
process can be separated to two steps: “right turn” and “left turn” . During this 
procedure, the B21R mobile robot will rotate and translate at the same time. This 
combined movement will allow the robot to pass by the obstacle smoothly.
The flowchart of “Obstacle Avoidance Turning Right” (see figure 7.4) illustrates
Sonar with the 
index of zero
Mobile Robot’s 




Figure 7.2: Obstacle Avoidance Position Two
the “turn  right” process. At the beginning, the 23rd sonar sensor detects the short­
est distance to the obstacle among all upper sonar sensors (refer to figure 7.1), and 
“TR” (the parameter of “turn  right”) is set to zero. During the robot turning right, 
the feedback of the 23rd sonar sensor becomes larger and larger, while the distance 
between the obstacle and the sonar sensor with index zero decreases gradually until 
it passes a certain position. Thereafter, the 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th sonar sensors and so 
on will acquire the shortest distance sequentially. This relation of the upper sonar 
sensors was used to lead the robot pass by the obstacle. When the feedback of the 
sonar sensor with index zero is larger than or equal to the feedback of the 1st sonar 
sensor, which means that the sonar sensor with index zero already passed the posi­
tion where it has the shortest distance to the obstacle, the parameter “TR” will be 
increased to one. Similarly, when the feedback of the 1st sonar sensor is larger than
67
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or equal to the 2nd sonar sensor, “TR” will be increased to two. The robot will not 
stop to turn right until “TR” is equal to 7, which means that the feedback of the 6th 
sonar sensor is larger than or equal to the 7th sonar sensor. At this time, the robot 
has almost turned by 90 degrees to the right and half of the robot is beyond one side 
of the obstacle (refer to figure 7.2).









Figure 7.3: Obstacle Avoidance Position Three
(parameter of “turn  left”) to zero. During the robot turning left, the feedback of the 
sonar sensors are compared in the following sequence: 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, and so on 
(Refer to figure 7.5). For example, when the feedback of the 4th sonar sensor is larger 
than or equal to the feedback of the 5th sonar sensor, which means that the 4th sonar 
sensor has already passed the position where this sonar sensor has the shortest dis­
tance to the obstacle, the parameter “TL” will be increased to one. Similarly, when 
the feedback of the 5th sonar sensor is larger than or equal to the 6th sonar sensor, 
“TL” will be increased to two. The robot will not stop to turn  left until “TL” is equal 
to 7which means that the feedback of the 10th sonar sensor is larger than or equal to 
the 11th sonar sensor’s. At this time, the B21R mobile robot has already passed the 
obstacle (see figure 7.3), and it will start the trajectory searching procedure again.
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TR is 0 And S0>=S1
TR is 5 And S5>=S6
TR is 1 And S1>=S2
TR is 6 And S6>=S7
TR is 2 And S2>=S3
TR is 7
TR is 3 And S3>=S4









Running turn to 
left program
Figure 7.4: Flowchart of Obstacle Avoidance Turning Right
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TL is 0 And S4>=S5
TL is 5 And S9>=S10TL is 1 And S5>=S6
TL is 6 And S10>=S11
TL is 2 And S6>=S7
TL is 7
TL is 3 And S7>=S8












Figure 7.5: Flowchart of Obstacle Avoidance Turn Left
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7.3 Experimental Results
Two different types of obstacles were used in our experiment. First, a box, whose 
dimension (length x width x height) is 18.5x18x39.5 inches (see figure 7.6), was 
located on the trajectory. The robot will detect and pass through it smoothly (see 
figure 7.7, and refer to the research video: Avoid a Box).
Figure 7.8 illustrates that the robot can also detect and smoothly pass by a person 
instead of a box (refer to the research video: Avoid a Person).
Figure 7.6: Box Obstacle
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Figure 7.7: Avoiding a Box
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Figure 7.8: Avoiding a Person
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Chapter 8
Conclusion
In this thesis, by using machine vision, an accurate, efficient, and reliable algorithm 
is generated for localizing a tracking object in unknown dynamic environments.
The algorithm does not try to recognize the whole or a part of the trajectory’s contour, 
due to the limited range of the camera, and, the most important, the long processing 
time which cannot be tolerated by the real time control system in an unknown dy­
namic environment. The feature-based method was used in this algorithm to detect 
the tracking point. Instead of searching in the whole CCD image whose resolution is 
120 times 160, the algorithm just scans one image line in one sampling image. This 
approach increases the image processing speed and is feasible in our case because the 
trajectory is continuous and smooth. And our experimental results verified tha t its 
performance is satisfied in real time condition.
Vision system is the essential component of the robot and provides information that 
is difficult or impossible to obtain in other ways. For instance, without the vision 
system, the B21R mobile robot cannot tell the trajectory’s color which is the only 
difference between the floor and the reference trajectory.
Many approaches of obstacle avoidance were proposed in the last two decades, such 
as potential fields and vector field histogram. But some of them do not fit the re­
quirement of our project. In fact, in this thesis, we assume that the environment 
is totally unknown, which means that the robot has no idea about the shape of the
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reference trajectory and the obstacle’s position. Hence, if a part of the trajectory is 
hidden by some obstacles and the robot can not detect the tracking point from the 
camera image, the robot will lose the target. W ithout the target, methods such as 
the potential field cannot be used directly.
In this project, a method which is similar to edge detection approach is used. When 
the robot detects an obstacle, it just simply moves around the edges of the obstacle 
until it finds the trajectory again. This method still has many limitations which need 
to be considered in the future.
A tracking control algorithm is also presented in this thesis. It has been noticed that 
the ratio of the control parameters vr, k\ and k^ plays a crucial role in the tracking 
performance. The strength of this control strategy is that it is simple to implement, 
robust and does not require a great deal of computational resources. The algorithm 
has been verified experimentally on the B21R mobile robot.
8.1 Future Work
To make our method suitable under more general conditions, we need to focus on the 
following aspects.
First, improve the obstacle avoidance algorithm to make the robot able to decide 
appropriately in which direction the robot should turn  instead of just assuming arbi­
trarily that it should turn clockwise when avoiding an obstacle.
Second, pay more attention to the robot’s surrounding, not just focus on the trajec­
tory. For instance, in this project, the robot just avoids the obstacles located on the 
trajectory, which means that the robot cannot pass by the obstacles which are located 
near but not on the trajectory. If the algorithm takes into account the sonar sensors 
other than the sonar with index 23, the robot will handle more complex environment. 
Finally, sensors fusion needs to be investigated further to make the control more ro­
bust and efficient. In fact, the combination of the information provided by the upper
75
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and lower sonar sensors, infrared sensors and the camera will lead to much more ef­
ficient algorithm for the tracking and obstacle avoidance, but the price to pay is the 
computational complexity.
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A ppendix A
Operation of The B21R  M obile 
R obot
In early 2004, shortly after the Irobot Company bought Real Word Interface Inc. 
(which is the original producer of the B21R), the Irobot Company stopped to pro­
duce the research robots and no technical support was available any more. The 
contents in this section are obtained either from the B21R’s on-board computer or 
the answers from the broker. So, it is valuable information for using B21R mobile 
robot.
A .l Beginning a Rem ote Session w ith the M o­
bile Robot from a Networked Terminal (w ith  
Hummingbird Xceed installed and configured)
Step 1. Connect the power supply of the Station Adapter radio. (Note: This must 
be done before turning on the B21R mobile robot; otherwise the B21R mobile robot 
will not establish the communication link with the network.)
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Step 2. Open the base door with a white dot directly to the right of the base door 
with a red dot. Close the two power switches of the base part and the enclosure part. 
Step 3. Push the rFLEX control knob to turn on the on-board computer.
Step 4. Wait for two beeps from the mobile robot (one low, one high beep, usu­
ally takes 3 to 4 minutes). This means that the on-board computer has successfully 
booted.
Step 5. On the terminal computer, open the program “hummingbird connectiv­
ity V9.0/ Exceed/ Xstart ” , double click “mobile robot” and input the IP address 
(192.168.108.30), the User name (mobility) and password (mbyrwi). This will allow 
to log in the on-board computer of the B21R mobile robot. (If the Xceed program is 
setup correctly, only the password is needed here.)
Step 6. When the terminal window opens, at the command prompt type: “xterm  &” , 
this opens a new terminal window and establishes host-terminal X communication. 
Step 7. In the first terminal window that was opened, at command prompt type: 
“name -I” to activate the name server of the B21R mobile robot.
Step 8. Input “xterm &” to open another X_Window. In the new X_Window, type 
the command “base” to activate the Base Server of the B21R mobile robot. The 
robot itself is encapsulated in the Hardware child object of the server. It provides 
access to the Drive system, the sonar sensors, the infrared sensors, the tactile sensors 
and the battery voltage. (The B21R mobile robot should begin making the sonar 
clicking sounds.)
Step 9. Open another X_Window and input “dpptserver” . The “dppserver” is a 
Mobility server for the Directed Perception Pan Tilt unit that is part of the RWI 
High-Performance Vision system. The input to the drive command will control the 
motion of the pan-tilt unit and the state and raw values of the drive component reflect 
the position of the pan-tilt unit to any interested client objects.
Step 10. Open another X_Window and input “v41server” . The “v41server” is a Mo­
bility server for the DBS DSG/LC1 frame grabber card that is part of the High- 
Performance Vision system. The server provides access to the raw image captured
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from the card through the “Rawlmage” child object, as well as access to a compressed 
version of the image through the “ZImage” child.
Step 11. Open another X_Window and input “mom” to start the graphical user in­
terface between the terminal and the host computer.
A .2 Ending a Rem ote Session with the M obile Ro­
bot from a Networked Terminal (with Hum­
mingbird Xceed installed and configured)
Step 1. Close any graphical Windows.
Step 2. In the terminal window one use the commands: C trl+d and then C trl+c to 
end a session and disconnect from the mobile robot.
Step 3. From the rFLEX control panel sellect “Host console” and then “shutdown 
PC” . When the screen shows “power down” then choose “kill PW R”. (Note: Do not 
miss the sequence, otherwise the on-board computer will lose data and restart very 
slowly next time.)
A .3 Establishing, editing, and running a N ew  Pro­
gram in the On-board Computer of the B21R  
Mobile Robot
The operating system of the B21R mobile robot is Linux. If we want to develop a 
new application program on the base of other programs, we can first log in the target 
location, and then use command: 
cp -R “path of the source directory ”
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to load the desired programs to the target directory. Thereafter, we can use the com­
mand
emacs “name of the program”
to edit the program. We rename the program using the command: 
mv “the old name of the file” “the new name of the file”
After we change the name of the program, we need to modify the content of the 
“Makefile” in corresponding directory. In the Makefile, there should be a line like 
this:
PROG =  “name of the CPP file”
And we should change the name of the CPP file to the current name which we are 
using. Finally, we use command “make” to compile the new program and get the 
executable program.
A .4 Checking the Docum ent of B21R
In the directory “ /home/mobility/mobility-b-1.1.8nb/docs/ ” , there are some “html” 
files which are the documents related to the B21R mobile robot. They can be read 
by using “emacs” command in Linux system. However, they also can be browsed in 
Windows system by using the IE explorer to visit the following web site 
“http://m obilerobot.lakeheadu.ca/' m obility/docs/” . Of course, the foundation of 
acquiring these documents is that the B21R mobile robot is successfully connecting 
to the internet.
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A .5 Shutting down Sonar or Pan-tilt W hen They  
Lose Control
Sometimes, the sonar sensors or the pan-tilt unit can lose control. For example, the 
sonar sensors stay active after you close the Base server and the pan-tilt unit keeps 
moving randomly. When these phenomena happen, the sonar sensors or the pan-tilt 
unit should be shut down immediately to avoid any damage further.
In the rFLEX control panel “main menu” , choose “sonar console” , and then choose 
“off” to close the sonar sensors.
By opening the two enclosure doors at the same side of the camera, one can see 
a small black box labeled “Directed Perception Pan Tilt Controller” . Turn off the 
switch for shutting down the pan-tilt unit.
A .6 Charging the Batteries
The current voltage of the batteries is indicated in the rFLEX control panel. The 
normal value is between 21 and 24. When the value is lower than 21, one should be 
careful and do not let the robot travel a long distance since the power maybe run out 
at any time. When the value is lower than 20.5, the batteries need to be charged. 
Charging time should be around four hours and be careful that never charge the bat­
teries more than six hours.
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A ppendix B
Calibration o f The IR sensors
The IR sensor data requires calibration data to have any accuracy. When calibrated, 
the sensors report accurately and repeatedly for objects within the sensor range (0.1 
to 0.8 meters from the sensor surface). If there is no object for a very long distance, 
the sensor reports essentially random numbers. For objects closer than the range, 
the sensor repeatedly reports longer distances. For example, at 0.04m, most sensors 
report a distance of about 0.3m. The end result is that given a sensor reading, it may 
be an object at that distance, it may be an object very close to the sensor, or it may 
be no object. W ith a great deal of care it is possible to extend the accurate range of 
the sensor to approximately 0.07m to 1.0m.
The calibration procedure is to place a piece of paper facing each IR sensor at a 
distance of 0.6 meters, and record the hexadecimal readings from the rFlex IR Con­
sole. Board 1 controls the sensors on the front door of the robot and board 0 the 
rear. Sensor 0 is adjacent to the latch of the door and sensor 7 is next to the hinge. 
Please refer to the file % M O B IL IT Y -R O O T / etc/ircalibration.tem plate  for the file 
format. Unfortunately, some individual IR sensors appear to need recalibration fairly 
frequently, perhaps every day.
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A ppendix C
Running Sample Program s
C .l Running the Simple-Follow Program
There are several example programs in the mobile robot’s on-board computer, such 
as simple-follow, simple-follow2, seeker and serial server. However, some of them are 
not suitable for our B21R. For example, the simple-follow2 and the seeker programs 
need the laser rangefinder sensor which was not installed in our B21R mobile robot. 
Therefore, the simple-follow program is the most useful example program which shows 
the simplest kind of mobility client program that closes the loop around a robot base 
server. The simple-follow program takes sonar readings from the B21R mobile robot 
and drives forward until it is about 1 meter from the closest obstacle to the center 
of the robot. If the obstacle gets closer to the robot, it will back up. If any sensor 
reading is ’’too close” (about 30cm) the robot will stop moving to keep from hitting 
something.
At the beginning, step 1 to step 8 in section 9.1 (Beginning a Remote Session with 
the Mobile Robot from a Networked Terminal) need to be done.
Second, Input “xterm &” to open another X_Window. In the new XJWindow, 
use the command “cd” to reach the desired directory “ /home/mobility/mobility- 
b-1.1.8nb/examples/mby/simple-follow-final ” .
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Finally, type the command “test2 -robot B21R” to run the simple-follow program. 
Be careful that this command is case sensitive and do not forget the spaces.
At any time, pressing the enter key will stop the program.
C.2 Running the Trajectory Tracking Program
At the beginning, step 1 to step 10 in section 9.1 (Beginning a Remote Session with 
the Mobile Robot from a Networked Terminal) need to be done.
Second, Input “xterm &” to open another X_Window. In the new X_Window, 
use the command “cd” to reach the desired directory “ /home/mobility/mobility- 
b-1.1.8nb/examples/mby/track-point ” .
Finally, type the command “test2” to run the trajectory tracking program.
At any time, pressing the enter key will stop the program.
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